
The possibility of coordinating both gas and electricity in a 
single tool ensures uniformity in the personal data. The 
modular structure of XE allows the customization of the 
product suitable for every customer need.

Thanks to the extensive reporting guaranteed by the 
application, continuously updated with the ARERA 
regulations, providing a constant monitoring of the 
Customer Base, reliability of billing and offers.

XE is a flexible and configurable tool that simplifies 
integrated communication with other systems in different 
companies. It also allows the marketing department to 
elaborate and prepare different and innovative offers, 
making them competitive in the market.

Flexibility, reliability and simplicity are the characteristics of 
this product which allows to check all the billing phases and 
to draw up new offers.

XalesEnergy is a software that allows you to 
manage the sales processes of electricity 
and gas. From the estimation to the 
invoicing, constantly updated with changes 
in the market and regulations of authority.
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Management of customer lists, points of delivery, sales 
partners, administrators, negotiation groups, consortia
Switch in and extra switch process management, 
activation, transfer, renegotiation, resume, technical 
data modification, counter switch, switch out, 
suspension and reactivation
REMI customer data management and variable billing 
configurations
SEDA Base and SEPA alignment management with 
banks; payments and unpaid bills management

CUSTOMERS DATA MANAGEMENT

Forecasting for management of profitability and 
revenues 
Distributors consumption data upload and meter 
readings for household gas usage
Daily consumption data management for large 
customers and wholesalers
ARERA profile management (Del. 17/07) and 
personalized profiles
Sampling curves management for gas ARERA 
standard or customized
Acquisition and processing of consumption data from 
distributors: EDILight, EDI, RUC, 65/12
Sampling curves management for gas ARERA 
standard or customized

CONSUMPTIONS ELABORATION

Upgrades based on authority pricing regulations, billing 
components, data acquisition, billing transparency and 
other regulations that directly affect billing
Calculation of transportation according to AEEGSI 348/07, 
with the possibility of implementation of other tariffs
Full excise duties management (self-production of 
EE, EE production and both), VAT management, 
license 8C / 9C, territorial exemptions

STANDARD AND CUSTOM
SALE CONFIGURATION

Multi-utility grouping , multi-point pooling, sales 
partners, building administrators
Management and billing of connection charges and 
estimation costs, special charges for extra costs, total 
o partial invoice cancellation
Structuring of billing plans
Possibility to produce invoice layout internally or to 
connect to third party providers
User friendly interface with scope to control billing 
processes during all phases with graphs and 
execution time estimation

COMPUTING ENGINE DEDICATED TO
ENERGY AND GAS 

Payment flow integration XE – accounting system: 
Export to cashflow accounting
Sending flows to post and bank (for reconciliation of 
data form credit institutions side)
Loading of credit institutions flows to reconcile 
payment data in XE
ARERA Regulatory reports: Average prices, cadastral 
data, VAT declaration, authority survey on the 
electricity and gas markets
Standard reports XE (extraction module in csv): 
Other reports available for billing checks or internal 
analysis

STANDARD AND AUTHORITY REGULATIONS,
REPORTING, PAYMENTS AND CASH MANAGEMENT

The XE software, through integration with the CRM and the accounting system, 
manages billing in a complete way, from the activation of a delivery point to its closure.


